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ABSTRACT
THE RHETOR'S AUDIENCE IS ALSO A FICTION: A UNIFIED
THEORY OF RHETORICAL SITUATION
AND A UNIVERSAL EXAMPLE
Erica Leigh Durian, MA
Department of English

Northern Illinois University, 2016
Philip Eubanks, Director

This thesis examines rhetorical situation theory. Drawing upon previous literature ranging
from the original Bitzer-Vatz-(Consigny) debate through recent genre studies on rhetorical
situation, I present a modified version of rhetorical situation theory in light of the common ideas,
disputes, strengths, and limitations of earlier works. I begin with a review of important literature
in Chapter Two in order to illustrate both the similarities and differences in other theories. Then,
in Chapter Three, I discuss the importance of audience, particularly fictional audiences, to the
rhetorical situation. I present a modified version of rhetorical situation theory in Chapter Four
and illustrate the rhetorical situation by discussing examples in Chapter Five. I also offer a
universal example for rhetorical situations, one that is not designed to support any theory in
particular.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Introduction: On Modern Rhetorical Situation Theory
It has been nearly 50 years since Lloyd Bitzer presented his original framework for a
theory of the rhetorical situation in his 1968 article, “The Rhetorical Situation.” In the years that
have followed, particularly in the 1970s and 1980s, there have been a plethora of responses to,
criticisms of, suggestions for improvement upon, and even refutations of Bitzer's theory. Such a
reaction makes perfect sense because Bitzer regarded the “The Rhetorical Situation” as an
incomplete theory--a work in progress.
Perhaps the most notable of the subsequent articles on rhetorical situation is not one that
was intended to add to Bitzer's theory, but to refute it. Richard Vatz's “The Myth of the
Rhetorical Situation,” published in 1973, has a title that immediately places Vatz in antimony to
Bitzer, as Scott Consigny comments upon in his 1974 article, “Rhetoric and Its Situations.” Yet
Consigny's interpretation of the interplay between the two articles is not necessarily the case. In
fact, Vatz's theory emphasizes perspectivism, which is a key factor here. I argue that Bitzer and
Vatz are equally right and equally wrong. Although they take opposing stances on the subject,
they are not truly in antimony. Instead, they merely represent two ends of the same spectrum
(i.e., they have differing approaches to the same understanding), for despite Vatz naming Bitzer's
idea a “myth,” they both express essential components of the rhetorical situation.
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The essence of the rhetorical situation is that the rhetor (the speaker or writer) addresses
an exigence, or urgency, to an audience that will have some ability to act upon the response to
resolve the exigency. Bitzer argues that the rhetorical situation is objective, that the situation
creates the rhetoric through the need of a fitting response to resolve the exigence. Vatz argues
that the reverse is true, that the rhetoric creates the situation and even defines the exigence.
Bitzer's and Vatz's articles are so vital to rhetorical situation theory that it is virtually impossible
to discuss rhetorical situation from a modern perspective without including thoughts from both
of them. This is especially evident in Consigny's “Rhetoric and Its Situations.” While Consigny
attempts to find the “middle ground” between the two (Bitzer and Vatz), his article really raises
more questions about how to compromise between the two theories than it actually does to
balance them out into a neutral center. Again, the primary issue is that though Vatz seeks a
position completely opposed to Bitzer's, he and Bitzer have much more in common than is
immediately apparent. Thus, striking a spot in the exact center between the two is ineffective.
Not only does taking the middle ground in this case satisfy no one, but it also turns out that there
is a certain amount of existing overlap that does not need reconciliation. Other theories have
failed to take into account that rhetorical situations are never static. They are always dynamic
and are both objective and subjective. In rhetorical situations, the rhetor begins by addressing a
fictional (subjective) audience and ends by addressing an actual (objective) audience.
Rather than attempt to find the center between Bitzer and Vatz, we need to expand upon
Consigny's idea that they represent two poles that can be merged based upon the mutual ground
they already cover and expanded upon in terms of their individual ideas. Instead of examining
each existing model of the rhetorical situation as a separate entity that is either right or wrong on
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an individual basis, we need to reconcile multiple theories, acknowledging the overall strengths
and weaknesses in hopes of arriving at the ultimate goal: a unified theory of rhetorical situation.
1.2 Aims of This Thesis
The essential conflict is that the nature of and processes within rhetorical situations
remain an ongoing debate; thus, there is not yet a prevailing theory. With so many scholars from
a variety of fields engaged in examining the rhetorical situation and positing their own theories,
it is not surprising that a wide array of ideas have been presented on the subject in the time since
the publication of Bitzer's original article “The Rhetorical Situation.” In addition to modifying,
criticizing, or expanding upon aspects of Bitzer's article, subsequent theories have often
borrowed concepts and ideas from other fields (such as Barbara Biesecker's examination of
rhetorical situation theory using Derrida's concept of différance). Continuing in this tradition, I
would like to take a different approach to examining the rhetorical situation. In proposing a
modified version of rhetorical situation theory, I will incorporate elements from previous theories
in order to arrive at a unified theory that emphasizes the importance of perception in the
rhetorical situation, as well as the rhetor's ability to fictionalize his or her audience. Additionally,
I will present a universal example, not chosen to prove any one theory correct or incorrect,
against which multiple theories can be tested.
I do not believe that there is one singular, precise formula for rhetorical situation theory.
That rhetorical situations can vary so greatly is in part why it is so difficult to define the nature of
the situation itself in specific, concrete terms. However, there are several elements that comprise
any rhetorical situation. In my proposed unified theory, I argue that the essentials of the
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rhetorical situation include the complex roles of the rhetor and audience, perception as a
constraint in the situation, subjectivity, fictionalization of the audience, and lack of an absolute
need for a fitting response.
I also realize that no particular rhetorical situation can simultaneously encompass all
aspects of every existing theory or accommodate every new theory that might be revealed in the
future. However, I do think that there are certain types of rhetorical situations (for there are many
different types) that can be successfully tested against multiple theories. Though there is too
much variability in order for a single example to be able to definitively prove or disprove
everything that has ever been said about rhetorical situations, it is possible for an example to do
more than support or refute a single theory. The purpose of the universal example is to provide a
flexible framework against which to test multiple (and, ideally, all) theories on rhetorical
situation: past, present, and future. Unlike examples presented by Bitzer, Vatz, and others, the
example I will present was not chosen primarily to emphasize the strengths of my own
viewpoint. Instead, this example is meant to be the universal example that can work with any
theory by accommodating difficult aspects of the situation.
By providing such an example, which is not bound to one specific theory, I hope to make
tests of any theory of the rhetorical situation appear more genuine and less contrived than that in
which a carefully thought-out and manipulated case is being offered as evidence Of course, it is
always in our best interest to be invested in the examples that we choose to prove and illustrate
our work--that is, we want to find the case that works best for our cause--and I do not necessarily
fault those who have used examples that may strike the reader as being contrived. Again, in
conjunction with the goal of producing a unified theory of rhetorical situation, I intend to provide
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a universal example that serves to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the existing theories.
This example is not designed to prove any specific theory. Therefore, it provides equal ground
upon which to test theories. Elements that can endure such a rigorous test, especially those
elements that appear in multiple theories, are surely the most crucial components of the
rhetorical situation theory. The benefit of identifying these common aspects is that the salient
pieces of existing theories can then be combined and expanded upon to construct a modified
theory. Like the universal example, this unified theory provides a workable model that can be
used by others.

CHAPTER TWO
EXISTING THEORIES OF RHETORICAL SITUATION AND
WHAT THEY SUGGEST ABOUT A UNIFIED THEORY
Despite ongoing debate and diverging opinions, there are also several aspects of the
rhetorical situation that have been agreed upon by multiple theorists. In this chapter, I will review
some of the major theories. I will then discuss key aspects of the rhetorical situation that are
necessary to include in a unified theory and to produce a more cohesive model.
2.1 Review of Selected Literature
The modern conversation on rhetorical situation theory began with Bitzer in 1968 and
cannot be adequately addressed without Vatz’s 1973 refutation and Consigny’s 1974 response to
both Bitzer and Vatz. Taken together, these three articles can be viewed as the foundation upon
which all modern discussion of rhetorical situation theory is built. Every article written on
rhetorical situation theory since Bitzer's original is a response to him in some way. Nearly every
article written since Vatz's “rebuttal” responds to the antimony to some extent. Part of the reason
there have been so many responses, including later work from Bitzer himself, is that we remain
uncertain on how to resolve the conflict that has been created by the existence of seemingly
incompatible theories of rhetorical situation. The debate over the “correct” theory has warranted
not one but two forums in The Quarterly Journal of Speech (the first in 1980; the second in
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1981) in which Bitzer, Tompkins, and Patton, and later Vatz, directly respond to, defend,
challenge, and refute components of each other's theories. These forums, published nearly a
decade after Consigny's article, illustrate how under-resolved the nature of rhetorical situation
remains.
2.1.1 Bitzer, Vatz, and Consigny: The Origins of the Conversation
Bitzer's goal in “The Rhetorical Situation” is to explore the nature and definition of the
rhetorical situation (i.e., what happens), and the major premise of his theory is that the situation
creates the rhetoric (2). To put this in other terms, Bitzer argues that the rhetoric is the natural
result of an exigence and the rhetor must resolve the situation. According to Bitzer, the rhetor has
a single means for bringing the situation to a close: production of a fitting response, a response
that satisfies the conflict based upon various aspects of the situation. Each rhetorical situation has
three major components, or constituents: the exigence, the audience, and the constraints (6). The
rhetor, as well as the rhetoric s/he produces, are additional constraints which enter the situation at
a later point and work towards a resolution (8). The rhetor must respond to the exigence in a
manner that accommodates the constraints of the situation and is therefore satisfactory to the
audience.
The rhetorical situation, according to Bitzer, is objective. There is only one type of fitting
response that can occur (though there are several potential variants within that type of response);
any other response will fail to bring the situation to a close. Because the exigence of the
situation, and also the constraints, is specific to the audience--those who can be directly
influenced by the rhetor's speech and help act upon the exigence (“Rhetorical” 8)--the rhetor's
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speech is dictated by these three constituents. The fitting response is mandated according to the
shape of a particular situation. Of course, as Bitzer acknowledges in his 1980 “Functional
Communication,” there are “literally thousands” (30) of possibilities for variation within the
rhetorical situation and hundreds of thousands of rhetorical situations occur over the world every
single day (34). Yet even in this acknowledgment and in other modifications Bitzer makes to his
original theory (which he never intended to be taken as a comprehensive and “complete” work),
Bitzer maintains his stance that the rhetorical situation is objective. Naturally, this establishes an
immediate counter-point to be argued against Bitzer, a stance which Richard Vatz quickly
assumes.
Vatz's “The Myth of the Rhetorical Situation” is not the first response to Bitzer, nor is it
even the only response to be published in Philosophy and Rhetoric in 1973. (Kathleen Jamieson
Hall's “Generic Constraints and the Rhetorical Situation” appears as the following article in the
same volume). Yet Vatz's article is perhaps the most memorable article continuing the discussion
on rhetorical situation theory because he places himself squarely in opposition to Bitzer,
beginning with the title proclaiming that the rhetorical situation (at least, as we know it) is a
myth. While Bitzer argues that the rhetoric arises from the situation, Vatz argues that the situation
arises from the rhetoric. The situation is subjective, according to Vatz, because its nature cannot
be separated from the perception of those involved within (154). There is not one single type of
fitting response to the situation. Rather, there are a variety of possibilities that might (or might
not) be pursued by the rhetor to result in a resolution of the situation. Perception is the central
aspect of Vatz's theory. This affects how the situation is formed because the reaction of the
audience is based upon their perception of the speaker's words, which the speaker selects based
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upon their perception of necessity and reality.
Vatz's article is not the first to advocate the importance of perception in rhetorical
situations; Arthur Miller discusses individual perception at length in “Rhetorical Exigence,”
published in 1972. However, Miller's article aims to further explore ideas from “The Rhetorical
Situation”--chiefly the role of exigence--rather than completely refuting Bitzer's concept of the
rhetorical situation. Thus, while Miller's article, like many others, serves as a complement to
Bitzer's, a further exploration of the topic, Vatz's article might seem to “pose an antimony”
(Consigny 176) with Bitzer's. Scott Consigny discusses the problematic contrast between
Bitzer’s and Vatz's approaches at length in “Rhetoric and Its Situations,” arriving at the
conclusion that Bitzer and Vatz are both right about some things and both wrong about some
things. Therefore, the answer lies in the middle. The issue with Consigny's article is not that his
logic is flawed, but rather that he reiterates the differences between Bitzer and Vatz without
coming to a satisfactory resolution. In addition to showing that both Bitzer and Vatz can be right
in some situations and wrong in others, we need to see how aspects of each theory can coexist in
the same situation.
Consigny says that we are faced with a “rhetorical circle” (184) rather than a spectrum
with Bitzer at one end and Vatz at the other. Consigny allows that either Bitzer or Vatz can be
correct in a given situation, which affords the possibility that the balance can shift at any point in
a given situation. Whether the situation creates the rhetoric or the rhetoric creates the situation, if
we say that both are true, as Consigny argues, then it is also possible for a situation to create
rhetoric, which creates a situation, which creates rhetoric, which creates a situation, etc.--and we
become trapped in a vicious rhetorical circle. Perhaps, at some point, there will be a fitting
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response and the situation will end. Or perhaps it will continue on endlessly, as so many debates
(including that on the theory of rhetorical situation) seem to. But what exactly happens when
Bitzer and Vatz are both correct (and incorrect) at different points within the same situation?
2.2 Beyond Bitzer, Vatz, and Consigny: Essential Theories That Shape Our Understanding
There have been dozens of other articles written on the rhetorical situation theory since
Bitzer’s “The Rhetorical Situation,” each offering a unique insight into the situation. Such
responses can be placed into three subcategories: 1) direct responses to Bitzer, 2) direct
responses to Bitzer-Vatz (-Consigny), and 3) responses that draw upon ideas from fields other
than rhetoric for examples and new ideas.
2.2.1 Direct Reponses to and Modifications of Bitzer’s Original Theory
In 1970, K.E. Wilkerson published “On Evaluating Theories of Rhetoric.” Wilkerson
examines Bitzer's theory of rhetorical situation critically in an attempt to (partially) lay
groundwork for a new rhetorical theory. Wilkerson argues the situation does not result from an
objective state as Bitzer claims. Rather, it arises from the speaker's perception and anticipation.
Wilkerson criticizes Bitzer's loose definitions of rhetorical speech, lack of consideration for nonhistorical situations, ignoring of the difference between spontaneous and planned speech, lack of
consideration for all possible motives for writing (for example, of a poet), and under-emphasis
on the audience's power to act or respond. The aim of this article is not to provide solutions to all
of the problems in Bitzer's theory but rather to urge the conversation to continue. Wilkerson
notes that the audience may be “actual or imagined” (93), naming this as a feature that is
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essential to all acts of communication (93). Though Wilkerson does not elaborate upon the
effects of an actual versus imagined audience, this statement emphasizes the role that perception
plays in the rhetorical situation. Wilkerson also opens the door for further discussion of both
perception and real/fictional audiences.
In the same year as Wilkerson, Richard L. Larson specifically responded to Bitzer’s
definitions and examples for rhetorical situations in “Lloyd Bitzer's 'Rhetorical Situation' and the
Classification of Discourse: Problems and Implications.” Larson argues that Bitzer's definitions
are too vague at times to provide a clear distinction between different classes of rhetoric, that
both rhetorical and non-rhetorical discourse need further subdivisions. Larson points out that
even when the rhetor fails to produce a fitting response, the situation remains rhetorical. He uses
letters to the editor as an example of a type of rhetoric that indicates a failed fitting response to
one situation (publication of an article not suited to the audience's needs) that often leads to a
second failed response (the letter itself because other readers may not share the same opinion),
again emphasizing how perception can affect the situation. Like Wilkerson, Larson does not offer
a completely revised theory but does offer additional insight into rhetorical situations in an effort
to continue the conversation.
In 1972, Arthur B. Miller published “Rhetorical Exigence.” Miller attempts to build upon
and refine Bitzer's original theory in light of individual perception. Miller disagrees with Bitzer’s
view that the rhetorical situation is objective, siding instead with the position that Vatz will adopt
in the following year. He challenges the idea of a “fitting response” by pointing out that a wide
range of variation can and does exist because different rhetors respond differently to the same
exigence, depending upon their own constraints. He uses the political-economical-social dispute
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between the Chartists and the Anti-Corn League to demonstrate that, faced with the same
exigence (economic depression), different rhetors will produce different types of responses based
upon their perception. The Chartists perceived the problem to be political and produced a failing
response. The Anti-Corn League perceived the problem as socioeconomic and produced a
successful response. “Rhetorical Exigence” demonstrates the power that subjectivity has in the
situation and how individual perception can alter the outcome, particularly when the rhetor and
audience perceive the exigence and constraints differently.
Perception and subjectivity are also key points in John H. Patton's “Causation and
Creativity in Rhetorical Situations: Distinctions and Implications” (1979). Patton further
examines Bitzer's theory, noting the strengths, weaknesses, and implications, while offering
modifications. He distinguishes between necessary (exigence, constraints) and sufficient (choices
of people) conditions and also names perception as a “necessary condition” (46). This article was
published six years after Vatz's response, and while Patton seems to support ideas from Vatz's
approach more than Bitzer's, he centers his position on refining and modifying Bitzer's
situational model rather than refuting it. This approach is essential for showing that Bitzer's and
Vatz's theories are not irreconcilable and that elements of each are necessary in order to arrive at
a unified theory.
Given the number of other articles that followed “The Rhetorical Situation, it is not
surprising that Bitzer published a second article to clarify and offer additional support for his
original theory. In 1980, he acknowledged individual perception, but he still downplayed the role
of both this and the audience by insisting that rhetoric is objective and determined by the
situation (“Functional”). This response illustrates the discord in the conversation about rhetorical
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situations. While Consigny insists that Bitzer and Vatz can be reconciled and Patton implies that
they can be, Bitzer maintains that his theory is correct, that it just needs to be clarified and
refined in order to accommodate perception and prove objectivity. Bitzer argues that while “not
all constraints and exigences are pure objective facts, “every genuine exigence has an observable
factual component” (“Functional” 24). Therefore, the objective status of the situation remains.
A year later, Alan Brinton examined the relationship between rhetorical situations and
acts, as well as the relationship between the rhetorical situation and objective fact. He also
discusses Bitzer's theory in terms of how normative versus descriptive it is—whether a
fittingness makes the response rhetorical or only evaluates rhetorical acts (236, 247). Brinton
argues that Bitzer's theory does not place adequate emphasis on the demand for a fitting response
to be considered a truly normative theory. He offers a solution that the exigence has both a
factual and an interest component, a matter that is either in the rhetor's interest or interests the
rhetor (245), respectively representing objectivity and subjectivity in the situation. This notion
offers a balance between the objective and subjective views of the rhetorical situation, which
suggests again that aspects of Bitzer's and Vatz's ideas can be applied within a single situation.
The last of these articles, by Craig R. Smith and Scott Lybarger in 1996, is aptly titled
“Bitzer’s Model Reconstructed.” Smith and Lybarger use Bitzer's original theory as the basis for
a new one that incorporates multiple perspectives—a condition deemed essential by nearly all of
Bitzer’s opponents and even those who support the other aspects of his theory. Smith and
Lybarger use President Bush's “War on Drugs” speeches to illustrate how perception, as well as
multiple audiences, exigences, and constraints (210), complicates the rhetorical situation and can
cause rhetoric to fail if not correctly considered by the rhetor in advance. Though this article
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focuses on re-constructing Bitzer's theory to fit with modern rhetoric, it also highlights the
importance of subjectivity, perspective, and rhetor-shaped exigence from Vatz's theory. As with
Patton’s and Brinton's responses, we see evidence that both Bitzer's and Vatz's ideas are
necessary in a comprehensive approach to rhetorical situation theory.
2.2.2 Direct Responses to Bitzer-Vatz (-Consigny)
In 1976, David M. Hunsaker and Craig R. Smith acknowledged the merit (but also the
downfalls) of Bitzer, Vatz, and Consigny. According to Hunsaker and Smith, Bitzer, Vatz, and
Consigny all neglect to address perception in sufficient detail. They posit that the perception of
the issue, both by the audience and the rhetor, is the most vital part of the rhetorical situation.
Hunsaker and Smith argue that an exigence only exists if it is perceived as being “real” (147).
Furthermore, the interaction between the rhetor's and audience's perceptions are important
because they must either be “reconciled or found to be irreconcilable” (147) in order to reach
resolution and must have something in common in order for communication to occur within the
situation (155-156). Hunsaker and Smith also address the potential versus actual audience for a
given situation. The rhetor's perception determines the audience s/he wishes to address, despite
having limited ability to control the actual audience (152). The potential for mismatch between
the desired and actual audience and conflicting perceptions of the rhetor and the audience are not
explored, leaving the question of what happens in such irreconcilable situations.
Also adopting the Consigny-style outlook that a middle ground could be reached between
Bitzer and Vatz is Keith Grant-Davie’s 1997 “Rhetorical Situations and Their Constituents.”
Grant-Davie takes another look at the Bitzer-Vatz debate on the rhetorical situation, with, as the
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title suggests, a particular focus on the constituents. This article includes discussion of the
constituents as named and defined by Bitzer and Vatz, though Grant-Davie advocates a greater
role for the rhetor. Grant-Davie also argues for the importance of individual perception, which
can have a strong impact upon the rhetorical situation. He claims that lines between the
constituents are easily blurred and also that the rhetor is a constituent, just like the audience.
Perception can be flawed, causing complications, and may help explain why some situations are
never resolved. One of Grant-Davie's major points is the equal importance of the perception of
both the rhetor and the audience in a rhetorical situation because “rhetors are as much a part of
the rhetorical situation as the audience is” (266). Another crucial point presented in GrantDavie's theory is that the audience can be primary or secondary, real or imaginary. The rhetor
may direct rhetoric towards both a physical audience before him and an audience that exists in
his mind (266). This is not the first article to address the concept of a real versus imagined
audience, but Grant-Davie discusses this concept in greater detail than previous works,
emphasizing the importance of perception and communication between the rhetor and the
audience.
A continued argument for the power of individual perception to affect the outcome(s) of a
rhetorical situation appears in Donna Gorrell’s “The Rhetorical Situation Again: Linked
Components in a Venn Diagram.” Also from 1997, this article reviews Bitzer, Vatz, and
Consigny's models of the rhetorical situation, emphasizing the comparisons and contrasts using
Venn diagrams. She also uses Venn diagrams to illustrate her own model and offers various
possibilities for different situations. Gorrell’s article and model highlight the similarities and
differences between Bitzer, Vatz, and Consigny very well. She demonstrates the complexity of
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not only the rhetorical situation but also of the theories describing and explaining the situation
and rhetoric. Gorrell reminds us that there is not necessarily a fixed order of elements in the
rhetorical situation, that each constituent interacts with each of the other constituents in a
complex and non-linear way.
2.2.3 Modified Theories with Influence Outside of Rhetoric
Many of Bitzer’s examples in both “The Rhetorical Situation” and “Functional
Communication” involve situations that may not immediately spring to mind when we think of
rhetoric. However, Bitzer is not the only theorist to be inspired by areas other than rhetoric.
Kathleen M. Hall Jamieson’s “Generic Constraints and the Rhetorical Situation” in 1973
examines the close relationship between genres and the rhetorical situation. They are highly
dependent upon each other: responses shape genres, and genres shape responses. Hall Jamieson
discusses the importance of perception, on both the part of the rhetor and the audience. She uses
Waiting for Godot as an example of what happens to the situation (failure) when genre
expectations are not met due to differing perceptions. She argues that genres create expectations
for both the rhetor and the audience (165), which shape the situation. Though Hall Jamieson
mentions that genres can change over time and that “rhetors perpetually modify genres” (168), it
is not clear how much modification a rhetor can make before pushing the situation to failure. It is
also uncertain what happens when an evolving genre causes the rhetor and audience to have
different perceptions of the generic constraints and expectations.
Alan M. Rubin and Rebecca Boring Rubin’s “An Examination of the Constituent
Elements in a Presently-Occurring Rhetorical Situation” from 1975 is also influenced by
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situations that may not immediately seem rhetorical. This article is centered on an example that
may not be immediately recognizable as rhetoric: discussions about weigh-ins at Weight
Watchers meetings. Rubin and Boring Rubin argue that not all rhetorical situations are confined
to one space and time, that some can evolve into a series of events bound by the same
constituents. They also posit that varied individual perceptions can fall under the category of a
larger, common exigence that has one fitting response. (Everyone in the program has a different
personal experience that has prompted them to want to lose weight, but they all attempt to do so
under the guidelines of the program.) This article demonstrates the role of individual perception
in the situation as well as the complexity and interconnections of the constituents.
In 1989, Barbara Biesecker’s “Rethinking the Rhetorical Situation from Within the
Thematic of 'Différance'” was published. Biesecker claims that the rhetorical situation is
powerful enough to “influence an audience, to realign the allegiances” (111), and she wants to
reexamine the rhetorical situation to create a theory that views it as articulation. She claims that
Jacques Derrida's concept of différance makes this view possible through deconstruction. While
Biesecker names Vatz's article “a successful counter-statement” to Bitzer (114), she disagrees
with Consigny's reconciliation attempt, arguing that a side must be chosen. Biesecker offers
différance as an answer to the Bitzer-Vatz-Consigny debate, claiming that différance is the
solution to giving the audience adequate critical attention. The rhetorical situation should not be
viewed as making the audience react or respond in a certain way, but merely in a way that has
high potential for variability and serves as counter-evidence for universal claims (Biesecker 126).
Biesecker's article demonstrates that consideration of the audience remains a concern, as well as
whether a fitting response to the situation is required.
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In 1993, Mary Garrett and Xiaosui Xiao also argued for an audience-centered model,
turning to history to provide their examples for the modifications to rhetorical situation theory
they suggest in “The Rhetorical Situation Revisited.” Garrett and Xiao take another look at the
rhetorical situation in light of various theories up until their article's publication. They use the
Opium Wars as a case study to illustrate the importance of the audience and limitations caused
by cultural discourse and values in the rhetorical situation. Garrett and Xiao claim that the
audience is involved in the other constituents in the rhetorical situation. The exigency depends
upon the audience's questions, constraints reflect the audience's expectations, and the rhetor is
part of the audience (39). The subjective nature of the rhetorical situation is emphasized here, as
well as the potential for negative consequences when the rhetor's perception of the exigence is
flawed, and the connection of the audience to all of the other constituents in the situation.
2.2.4 Rhetoric and Genre Studies
More recently, genre theorists have also addressed the rhetorical situation, relying upon
Bitzer's theory and Carolyn Miller's idea of typified recurrent rhetorical situations. Theories that
blend genre, rhetoric, and often writing studies argue that rhetoric exhibits a generic pattern (e.g.,
Bawarshi and Reiff; Bazerman, et al.; Coe, Lingard, and Teslenko; Duff; “Generalizing;” Frow;
Paré; Sunesen; Writing Genres) based upon the idea that Bitzer's “rhetorical forms” are
equivalent to genres (Writing Genres 14). According to these theories, genre creates stability in
rhetorical situations, allowing the rhetor to access the situation and create a response that fits his
or her and the audience's generic expectations (Coe, Lingard, and Teslenko 6; Frow 14; Writing
Genres 14-15). This stability is similar to Bitzer's notion of objectivity and Miller's inter-
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subjectivity, and it lends itself to creating consensus among the rhetor and the audience in a
structured way (Coe, Lingard, and Teslenko 6; Frow 14).
While such theories may work well in generic situations, they do not hold up as well for
the rhetorical situation in general. A crucial part of the rhetorical situation is the exigence to be
resolved. Individual perception of this exigence by the rhetor and audience members can result in
a number of potential responses that can make stability and consensus difficult to obtain.
Classifying the situation by genre and shaping a response around the generic conventions does
not necessarily guarantee that the rhetor will produce a fitting response to the exigence. Even
when a rhetorical situation is similar to a previous one in history, there is no guarantee that the
exigence will be viewed or resolved in the same manner, that the same outcome will ensue, that
there will be stability between the two situations, or that the perception of both the rhetor and
audience will be matched. Additionally, lack of adherence to expected genre conventions does
not always mean that rhetoric fails, only that it does not fit into the assigned genre. Hall
Jamieson's example of Waiting for Godot's poor initial reception (166) exemplifies this.
Classified as a comedy, Godot did not meet the expectations of most audience members.
However, removing the “comedy” label (and thereby removing generic constraints from the
audience's mind) allows the audience to better appreciate the play, whether they find it to be
comedic, absurd, etc. Just as with any other constraint for the rhetorical situation, the perception
of genre is not guaranteed to be shared among the audience members and rhetor, and it is not a
reliable indicator for a fitting response.
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2.3 Discord and Accord to a General Degree: What a Unified Theory Needs to Account For
Though there is not a complete consensus on the rhetorical situation and a theory that best
explains it, there is much overlap in the articles that have been written on it and in the theories
and models that have been proposed thus far. In seeking to create a modified and unified version
of rhetorical situation theory, focus on such common elements is important for developing a
model that will encompass the general accord and present the strongest points of our current
knowledge and discoveries about the rhetorical situation. Similarly, awareness of the most highly
disputed aspects of the rhetorical situation are equally important. A unified theory must account
for these elements as well, explaining whether each is a necessary component or not.
2.3.1 Discords for Further Consideration
Discord does not necessarily mean that the idea in question is invalid. If this were true,
then the majority of what Bitzer and Vatz said in their original articles would be invalid on
account of their disagreement. Instead, conflicting ideas present a challenge to consider the
elements carefully in an attempt to determine to what extent each side is correct or incorrect.
Generally speaking, aspects of the rhetorical situation that are in discord among several theorists
include: the role and significance of the rhetor, the role and significance of the audience, the
precise impact of the exigence and perception thereof, how many constituents play a role in the
situation, whether or not all constituents have an equal impact and effect, how much genre can
affect the situation, if there is one type of fitting response in each situation that will bring about
the resolution, and whether and to what extent the rhetorical situation is objective or subjective.
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Each of these ideas will be discussed in greater detail in Chapters Three and Four.
2.3.2 Accords for Further Consideration
Despite the many disagreements, there is also a general level of consensus among current
theories of rhetorical situation. By this, I do not mean that all theorists agree upon these elements
but rather that these ideas have reoccurred in several articles across the 47-year time span, which
suggests some level of agreement. Just as discord does not necessarily rule out an idea, even a
high level of accord does not necessarily mean that the idea is proven certain. However, when
multiple scholars reiterate the same idea, this suggests that the concept is significant and
therefore demands further consideration and discussion. Again, generally speaking, there are a
number of ideas that theorists seem to view as necessary for rhetorical situation theory: 1) there
are at least three essential constituents of the situation (exigence, constraints, and audience), 2)
the role of the audience is complex and complicates the situation, 3) perception (especially of the
audience) can affect the outcome of the situation, 4) there are different types of rhetorical
situations, 5) some situations may have more than one possible type of fitting response, and 6) it
is possible for the rhetorical situation to fail or persist if a fitting response is not produced by the
rhetor. As with the discords listed above, each of these ideas will be discussed and assessed
further in Chapters Three and Four.

CHAPTER THREE
THE IMPORTANCE OF PERCEPTION AND SUBJECTIVITY:
THE RHETOR’S AUDIENCE IS ALSO A FICTION
This chapter will ultimately focus on the importance of perception, one of the commonly
agreed-upon aspects as mentioned in Chapter Two, in the rhetorical situation. The power of
perception, both of the rhetor and of the audience, is a crucial element in the rhetorical situation.
However, though perception has been discussed repeatedly, it is one facet that has not yet been
given enough attention and consideration in previous theories. After discussing perception in
previous rhetorical situation theories further, I will examine scholarship on the writer and the
audience in order to demonstrate how the speaker has an analogous relationship to his or her
audience.
3.1 Perception in the Rhetorical Situation: Previous Theories
The rhetor and the audience are both subject to the powers of their own perceptions, as
well as the effects of the perception of the other. While Bitzer maintained, even in his second
article, that the rhetorical situation is objective, the support his critics have provided for a
subjective rhetorical situation far outweighs Bitzer’s own support for objectivity. This section
will discuss objectivity and subjectivity in rhetorical situations and to what extent each of these
views can be logically supported.
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3.1.1 Bitzer’s Objective vs. Vatz’s Subjective Rhetorical Situation
Bitzer believes that rhetoric is objective and receptive, that speech and writing remain
“unrhetorical unless [. . .] one of them by chance should fit a situation” (“Rhetorical” 9). He
argues that a specific rhetorical situation--composed of exigence, audience, and constraints-demands a single kind of response. Of course, it is possible that the rhetor will give a different
response, which will fail. The proper response must be given to the situation, otherwise the
rhetoric fails. He provides examples of both a fitting response to a rhetorical situation with
Lincoln's “Gettysburg Address” and a failed attempt at rhetoric with Johnson's response in one
week of the 1964 presidential campaign (“Rhetorical” 10). Although Bitzer clearly explains his
theory and provides such valid examples to support his claims, his argument is still lacking.
Given the long history of rhetoric and the existence of rhetoricians since ancient times, it seems
unlikely that rhetoric cannot be formed unless the ideal situation is essentially lying-in-wait. As
practical and convenient as his theory seems, there must be more to rhetoric than this sort of
situational chance that Bitzer proposes.
While Bitzer argues that rhetoric is “called into existence by the situation” (“Rhetorical”
9), Vatz argues the opposite: “rhetoric is a cause not an effect of meaning” (“The Myth” 160). He
maintains that the rhetor is responsible for rhetoric; that rhetorical situations are subjective and
responsive by nature. Rhetoric is situational--not the other way around, as Bitzer claims. In order
for rhetoric to work, the rhetor must make valid choices to establish an appropriate and
meaningful situation. The rhetoric, therefore, creates the situation around itself, and the rhetor
must “assume responsibility for the salience he has created” (158). Vatz, like Bitzer, provides
details and examples to explain his theory. But, again, his theory is one-sided and fails to
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consider all possibilities. Though it may be true that, in most cases, rhetoric causes the meaning,
it is not impossible for a situation to arise that needs a specific response--such as the examples
Bitzer provides. In such cases, limited though they may be to times of great duress, the rhetoric
would be an effect of the meaning.
3.1.2 Subjectivity and Objectivity: Consigny’s Attempt at Reconciliation
Consigny argues that the true nature of the rhetorical situation lies somewhere in the
middle between Bitzer’s and Vatz's theories. There is not one, universal approach the rhetor can
take, due to variance in individual situations. He states, “Because the rhetor cannot know [the
problems] before he becomes receptively engaged [. . . he] must have some means by which he
can discover and manage the particularities of each situation” (Consigny 181). Therefore, the
rhetorical situation can be objective and receptive, as Bitzer claims it is, yet it can also be
subjective and responsive, as Vatz claims it is.
However, despite being diplomatic and balanced, Consigny's response to Bitzer and Vatz
seems to keep their theories separate, leaving each for its own type of situation, rather than
unifying the two in order to apply to rhetorical situations in general. His article was, of course,
not the end of the debate over the rhetorical situation. As previously mentioned, it became the
third pivotal point in the argument, as opposed to the solution.
Naturally, the solution to the dilemma presented by these two contrasting theories is to
acknowledge that both have both validities and flaws. Combined together, Bitzer’s and Vatz's
thoughts create a unified and cohesive theory--not of the rhetorical situation, but rather of
rhetorical situations. Consigny argues for this combined theory in his article. “The rhetor cannot
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know [the problems] before he becomes receptively engaged [. . . but] must have some means by
which he can discover and manage” (181) these problems to control the situation. Thus,
Consigny proposes that Aristotle's “art of topics” (185) is the solution. Both Bitzer and Vatz are
correct in the sense that both of their seemingly contrasting theories are necessary to support and
validate the “middle” view of rhetoric that Consigny's theory encompasses. The topic of the
rhetoric is both an instrument and a realm (182) for the rhetor. The rhetor must possess the ability
to be both receptive and responsive to rhetorical situations.
3.2 Rhetors and Their Audiences: Writers and Their Audiences
The rhetorical situation is highly complex, and no two situations are identical. Even
within the same situation, responses can vary due to subjectivity and (sometimes faulty)
individual perception. The difficulty a rhetor faces in constructing an appropriate response to the
exigence for the audience is analogous to the difficulty a writer faces in constructing a text for
the audience. In both cases, the rhetor or writer must combine his or her own perception of what
s/he needs to say with his or her perception of what the audience wants and how the audience
will react. In doing so, this requires the rhetor and the writer to imagine who their audience for
the given speech or text will be; that is, they must construct a fictional audience for their work.
No matter how carefully the rhetor or writer deliberates this matter and no matter how well they
know (or think they know) the intended audience members, it is impossible to predict the
perceptions, desires, and reactions of the actual audience in all situations. In most, if not in all
cases, the likelihood of the fictional audience matching the actual audience perfectly is very low.
The degree of mismatch will affect the reaction to the delivery of the rhetoric or the writing.
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Therefore, in considering the audience for the rhetorical situation, particularly when speculating
upon a fitting response, it is important to consider that the rhetor begins by speaking to a fictional
audience and ends by speaking to the actual audience. Again, this is directly related to the
fictional audience that an author writes to as compared to the actual audience who reads the
finished and published text.
3.2.1 Ede and Lunsford on Audience
Lisa Ede and Andrea Lunsford discuss the differences between real and imagined
audiences in their 1984 article, “Audience Addressed/Audience Invoked: The Role of Audience
in Composition Theory and Pedagogy.” Before writing becomes accessible to a public audience,
it is only available to the private, fictional audience within the author's own mind. Because the
most basic nature of writing is the intent to communicate to an audience, the author always has
an audience in mind. Even when writing is intended to remain private or personal, the author will
imagine an audience as s/he writes. But even for writing that begins with the intent of publication
or otherwise sharing, “most writers actually create their audience” (Ede and Lunsford 112). As
we write--by nature--we imagine the types of people whom we hope will be interested in reading
our work. Sometimes, we become so involved in our fictional audiences that we go as far as to
craft alternate versions of ourselves to present to our desired readers. We wish to impress and
persuade these fictitious readers with our wit, intellect, and outstanding usage of words. We
interact with the imagined readers in our minds, and we even transfer this interaction to paper as
we write.
Naturally, there is a good possibility for a mismatch between the “audience addressed and
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audience invoked” that Ede and Lunsford discuss. It may be that many of our readers do not
match the ideal audience that we fictionalize while writing. Yet we like to think that the audience
we invoke is the same as the audience we address. We like to believe that we have a special
understanding or perhaps a personal relationship with our readers, our fictionalized audience, one
that allows us to communicate with them more effectively--because we are writing just for them.
After all, they know what we mean.
This imagined closeness in an imagined relationship with an imagined audience is not
unique to modern writers, professional writers, or even to writers in a specific genre. Ede and
Lunsford provide a further example: students write to a fictional audience that they must “both
analyze and invent” (Minot, qtd. in Ede and Lunsford 163). The analysis aspect is, of course,
crucial. If we want our readers to continue to read our writing, then we must determine how to
effectively engage them, even if they are only imaginary at first. Failure to properly analyze the
audience could result in having to create a new, fictional audience--that is, starting completely
over again.
3.2.2 Ong on Audience
To truly address the impact of a fictional audience, Walter Ong’s article, “The Writer's
Audience Is Always a Fiction,” must be considered. Although Ong primarily addresses writing,
not speech as Bitzer does, the situations are parallel in terms of the concept of addressing an
audience. “For the speaker, the audience is in front of him. For the writer, the audience is simply
further away, in time or space or both” (10). The difference in distance gives both the writer an
advantage over the rhetor and the rhetor an advantage over the writer. On one hand, the writer
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has an advantage because his words to the audience are indirect. The reader does not get to see
the writing in real time; the writer has the luxury of being able to contemplate and revise before
the reader gets to “hear” what s/he has to say. This increases the likelihood that the writer will be
successful in his or her goal of communication to the audience over the oral rhetor who must
speak on the spot without a chance to correct any errors. But on the other hand, the oral rhetor
has an advantage because his communication and interaction with the audience is direct. Though
s/he has the pressure of performing live to the audience, the rhetor is also able to see (and hear)
the reactions of the audience as s/he speaks, which allows him or her to make necessary
adjustments as s/he goes along. The writer, whose communication is printed in advance, has no
such opportunity to alter his or her words as the audience receives them.
Ong argues that it is therefore misleading to use the terms “audience” and “address” to
apply to what a writer does, as this is far different from the “true audience” an orator has
(“Writer’s” 11). In order to be successful, because of the indirect path of communication between
writer and reader, the writer has to imagine what his audience will be like and what they want to
hear. That is, the writer must create a fictional audience in his or her mind and write to or for
them.
If the writer succeeds, it is generally because s/he can fictionalize in his or her
imagination an audience s/he has learned to know not from daily life, but from earlier writers
who were fictionalized in their imagination, audiences they had learned to know in still earlier
writers, and so on back to the dawn of the written narrative (“Writer’s” 11). The writer has no
way of predicting precisely who will be in the audience of his readers; s/he has to consider
previous writers, writing, and readers as a means of making an educated guess. From there, s/he
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must develop a clear picture in his or her mind of what the demands and expectations of this
specific audience will be and then write to this imagined audience. Even in cases when a writer is
aware that a particular person, such as an editor, will read the writing, s/he is not writing to that
person as s/he actually exists. Instead, s/he is writing to the fictional version of the audience that
exists in his or her own mind, imagining what that person’s reaction to every word will be. Ong
also argues that fictionalization of the audience requires the audience to play the role the writer
assigns (12). Without this cooperation, the author and audience will not have the shared
perspective that allows the writing to be successful.
This is why the writer’s audience is always a fiction. It is not because the real audience
may not exist, but because in crafting the writing, the writer works with a fictionalized version of
his or her audience and writes to them. In reality, there may be either large or small amounts of
overlap between this fictional audience and the actual readers, which will ultimately have an
impact upon the effectiveness of the writing. The better a writer is able to fictionalize his
audience--the more s/he imagines them as being like the actual future readers of the text--the
more cooperative the actual audience is likely to be in playing the role the writer wants and the
more success the writer is likely to experience upon publication or otherwise sharing his or her
work.
3.3 The Rhetor’s Audience Is Also a Fiction
Just as with the writer, the rhetor faces an audience that is both imaginary and real. The
audience in a rhetorical situation is real because when the rhetor speaks or when written rhetoric
is read, the rhetoric reaches a physical audience. When delivering a speech, the rhetor is able to
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gauge the reaction of those gathered before him or her as s/he speaks, and s/he can adjust words
and means of persuasion according to how s/he perceives the audience's reaction. If the address
is clearly not going over well, the rhetor has the opportunity to change direction and tactics (even
if this goes against his or her original plan) as s/he attempts to persuade the audience that his or
her solution to the exigence is the fitting response. In written rhetoric, the ability to alter rhetoric
is not as direct, but still possible. If responses or reviews indicate dissatisfaction among the
audience, the rhetor may decide to write a subsequent piece in order to defend the original
rhetoric. Part of the reason this alteration of rhetoric is possible is because Bitzer was wrong in
claiming that there is only one type of solution to the exigence in a rhetorical situation. In reality,
most situations will have more than one possible satisfactory type of response. This gives the
rhetor a variety of options in responding to the situation, which is why perception is essential to
the situation and is also why the audience cannot only be real but also fictional.
Because there are a variety of potential solutions to any imaginable exigence, before the
rhetor can respond, s/he must decide what the response is going to be. Part of his intention will
naturally be to persuade the audience to his or her view, but precisely what solution s/he wants to
present is open to variation based upon his perception of the entire rhetorical situation: exigence,
constraint, and, most importantly, the audience. Before the rhetor addresses the actual audience,
even when delivering an extemporaneous speech, s/he has already thought about the situation
and imagined the audience in his mind. When the rhetor begins speaking or writing, s/he is
addressing the fictional audience from his or her mind. In oral rhetoric, as s/he continues to speak
and is able to observe the reactions of the actual audience, unlike the writer, the rhetor is able to
calculate the differences between the fictionalized and actual audiences, making necessary
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adjustments in order to speak effectively. In written rhetoric, the rhetor is able to write new
material after receiving responses if clarification or refinement is necessary for the writing to be
effective for the audience. Part of the effectiveness depends upon the audience's cooperation in
playing the role the rhetor assigns them. As with writing, rhetoric cannot be successful unless the
rhetor and audience have enough overlap in their perceptions of the situation.
Even if the rhetor is both a writer and a speaker--that is, if s/he has written his speech out
ahead of time to a fictional audience--in the live delivery s/he still has the opportunity to change
his or her mind and alter what s/he is going to say up until the words actual exit his or her mouth.
(This is the case where the audience for the rhetorical situation is both real and fictional; the
speech is written ahead of time to a fictional audience but delivered live to a real one.) Up until
the oral speech is completed, the rhetor has the opportunity to clarify and further explain his or
her points if the reaction of the real audience does not match the reaction of the fictional
audience. Only after s/he has completely finished speaking and stepped off the stage does s/he
reach a point at which his or her words and strategies cannot be altered any longer. At this point,
either s/he has successfully resolved the exigence through his response and ended the rhetorical
situation, or else his or her response was not fitting and another attempt at resolution (either by
the rhetor or someone else) is required. Whatever the particular circumstances of the rhetorical
situation at hand are, the audience can be either real, fictionalized, or both, depending upon the
path to response the rhetor takes.
There are a variety of types of responses that will fit any given situation, but they are
dependent upon the individual perception of the constituents by both the rhetor and the audience.
Even if the rhetor produces a response that is satisfactory to his or her mind, it may not be
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effective enough to persuade the audience to his or her viewpoint. The exigence of the situation
cannot be resolved until a fitting response is delivered. Such a response must balance both the
rhetor's intentions and the demands and expectations of the audience based upon how both
perceives the exigence. As the audience becomes more concrete, the rhetor's ability to gauge
their perception of the exigence also becomes clearer. Therefore, in order to produce a fitting
response, it is important for the rhetor to carefully consider the audience, noting how his or her
fictionalized audience both compares and contrasts to the actual audience and adjusting his or her
words and strategies as necessary in order to appeal to and persuade the real audience.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE UNIFIED THEORY: MODIFIED, EXPANDED, AND IMPROVED
This chapter will present a unified theory of rhetorical situation that attempts to modify
and expand upon existing theories in order to improve our understanding of the rhetorical
situation.
4.1 A Unified Theory
Examination of existing theories of rhetorical situation, particularly Bitzer's, Vatz's, and
Consigny's, reveals a great deal about the nature of the rhetorical situation. However, as none of
these existing theories are 100% satisfactory, modifications are necessary in order to further our
understanding of the rhetorical situation. I posit the following six points as necessary elements of
a rhetorical situation: 1) subjectivity; 2) the rhetor, audience, exigence, constraints, and rhetoric
as constituents; 3) equally complex roles of the rhetor and audience; 4) perception as a universal
constraint; 5) fictionalization of the audience; and 6) lack of absolute need for a fitting response.
Combined, these six elements comprise a unified theory that accounts for the subjectivity,
perception, and fictionalizing that occur within all rhetorical situations, as well as the
constituents of the situation and their roles.
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4.1.1 Subjectivity
Though neither constituents nor constraints, objectivity and subjectivity are essential to
consider along with the rhetorical situation. Bitzer argues that the situation is objective,
demanding a single type of fitting response in order to meet an end. It may be true that some
situations exist in which there is seemingly only one type of response to the exigence. One such
situation is the example Bitzer presents in “Functional Communication.” A blind pedestrian is
about to walk into traffic (exigency), and it is up to another pedestrian (the audience) to stop him
or her (fitting response). (More about examples will follow in Chapter Five.) This type of
situation appears to be objective because of our stable agreement about “reality.” In Bitzer's
example, this specifically means that we agree that it is wrong to ignore a person in danger; the
socially agreed-upon response is to help that person. But most rhetorical situations are far more
complex than being a simple matter of right versus wrong, which means that there can be
multiple acceptable responses that might be more or less fitting to a given audience in a given
place at a given time. Assuming perception as a valid universal constraint due to variances that
can occur, it appears that Vatzian subjectivity proves true over Bitzerian objectivity. The
rhetorical situation is always subjective. Though there are limited times when the situation may
seem to be objective if the audience is comprised of a strongly cohesive group (such as due to
moral constraints on the situation), there are always multiple possibilities for the rhetoric and the
response.
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4.1.2 Rhetor, Audience, Exigence, Constraints, and Rhetoric as Constituents
There are five constituents in each rhetorical situation: rhetor, audience, exigence,
constraints, and rhetoric. Though Bitzer argues that the rhetor and rhetoric enter the situation at a
later point than the other constituents, thus should be considered separately, I argue that because
all five are necessary in the situation, they are all equally important.
The constituents are the individual elements that function together as a unit to comprise
the rhetorical situation as a whole. Bitzer names three major constituents in “The Rhetorical
Situation”: audience, exigence, and constraints (6), as well as two additional constituents: rhetor
and speech (8), which are the rhetor and rhetoric. However, because the rhetorical situation
cannot exist without both the rhetor and the rhetoric, it seems as though these “additional”
constituents are actually “major” constituents that are equally as important as the audience,
exigence, and constraints.
The rhetor is the speaker or writer in the rhetorical situation, the one who addresses the
audience either through speech or writing. It is the rhetor's duty to use language effectively in
order to convince the audience that his or her response warrants them taking whatever action s/he
feels the situation calls for. The rhetor plays a complex role in the situation. If the rhetoric is a
delivered speech, s/he must be able to adapt to the reactions and demands of the audience on the
spot as the need arises, as well as present the information s/he has planned out in advance. In
written rhetoric, the rhetor cannot respond to reactions from the audience as they read but can
modify or reinforce aspects of his or her writing in subsequent publications, if warranted by the
response of the audience. (An example of this is “Functional Communication,” Bitzer's response
to his own “Rhetorical Situation.”) If the rhetor fails to effectively communicate with and
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persuade the audience, then the rhetorical situation will fail.
The audience consists of those who are listening to the rhetor's speech or reading the
rhetor's writing. Their perceptions of both the exigence in the situation and the rhetor's words
will affect their response to the situation as a whole. Through the audience may initially play a
passive role in the situation, as their first task is to listen to the rhetor, the burden of action
ultimately falls upon them. Either the audience will ultimately be convinced by the rhetoric to
take the action proposed to resolve the exigence (a successful end to the situation) or the
audience will fail to be convinced or act, perhaps demanding a different response from the rhetor
(a failed end to the situation).
The exigence is the question, problem, or conflict that the rhetor’s speech addresses and
to which the audience must respond. In order to be an exigence, the matter must be pressing
enough that it is worth addressing in the speech and that the audience will be invested in action.
Thus, an exigence can also be called an “urgency.” The exigence must also be indicative of a
multi-faceted question, problem, or conflict to which there is more than one possible outcome in
order for the speech and persuasion to be necessary. If an exigence did not have more than one
potential solution, the rhetoric would not be necessary because the resulting action would already
be decided.
The constraints are limiting factors in the rhetorical situation that are exclusive of the
other constituents (rhetor, audience, exigence, and rhetoric). Each rhetorical situation will have
its own set of constraints that are unique to the particular situation. Examples of constraints that
always vary include time, setting, ethics, resources, and cultural values. Yet there is one type of
constraint that, while having the ability to be different in nature for each participant in each
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situation, exists across all situations: perception.
Rhetoric is perhaps one of the most difficult terms to define, even as it is one of the most
essential to have a definition for when discussing the rhetorical situation. A few of the various
descriptions of rhetoric include the art of persuasion, the science of effective use of language,
and the ability to speak effectively to an audience. Because rhetoric occurs in so many forms,
having a loose definition of rhetoric, rather than a strict one, is actually beneficial, so as to not
exclude instances of rhetoric based upon a tight definition. The other elements surrounding the
rhetoric (presented above) can be used to help determine whether a rhetorical situation exists.
For the sake of having a working definition that is inclusive enough to allow a wide variety of
possible examples of rhetorical situations that will not eliminate any of the examples used in
previous discussions of rhetorical situation theory, I will use a fairly loose definition here as well,
based upon Bitzer's, Vatz's and Consigny's descriptions of rhetoric and the situation. Rhetoric
occurs when the speaker or writer (rhetor) attempts to communicate an idea to another individual
or group (audience) in order to address a question, problem, or conflict (exigence) in hopes of
inspiring action or change.
4.1.3 Equally Complex Roles of the Rhetor and Audience
The importance of the audience in rhetorical situations is emphasized in most theories.
However, while giving greater attention to the audience, we cannot neglect the importance of the
rhetor. Perception, fictionalization, and response impact all participants in the rhetorical situation
equally. Reaching a resolution to the situation depends upon the rhetor and audience reaching a
consensus (or at least a compromise) in their perceptions of the exigence, constraints, and
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response. Neither the rhetor nor audience has complete control over the situation; both must
adjust their expectations and perspectives based upon the actions or reactions of the other. Given
the interdependence of their respective roles, rhetor and the audience each have equally complex
roles as constituents in the rhetorical situation and should be regarded with equal importance.
4.1.4 Perception as a Universal Constraint
Constraints are generally unique to each individual situation. However, there is one
universal constraint: perception. Both the rhetor and the audience are constrained not only by
their own perception but also by the other entity's perception of the constraints, exigence, and
proposed response to the situation.
Perception is a crucial constraint in every rhetorical situation. Though Bitzer does not
argue that perception plays as much of a role in the rhetorical situation, most other theorists do.
Perception is a unique constituent in the rhetorical situation because it belongs to the rhetor and
to the audience, who are constituents themselves. The perception of the exigence, constraints,
rhetoric, and audience by the rhetor and the perception of the exigence, constraints, rhetor, and
rhetoric by the audience affect the outcome of all rhetorical situations. The unavoidable presence
and impact of perception in all rhetorical situations makes it the one universal constraint.
4.1.5 Fictionalization of the Audience
Part of the complexity of the rhetorical situation is that the rhetor's audience (much as the
writer's) is always fictional. Until the delivery of the rhetoric to the audience, whether oral or
written, the rhetor can never be 100% certain to whom s/he is communicating, how that audience
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will perceive the situation, and what the reaction of the audience will be. Despite the rhetor's best
efforts to accurately imagine the audience, the audience can never be fully anticipated ahead of
time. As Ong said about writing, part of the fictionalization process is the audience's willingness
to fictionalize themselves as well. The greater the level of mismatch between the rhetor's
imagined audience and the real audience reached, the less likely it is that that audience will
perceive themselves as filling the role the rhetor had anticipated for them. Conversely, when a
high amount of overlap occurs between the rhetor's fictional and actual audiences, the audience
is more likely to fictionalize themselves in the way that the rhetor had intended.
4.1.6 Lack of Absolute Necessity for a Fitting Response
A fitting response, though certainly desirable, is not essential to resolve the rhetorical
situation for the moment. While ideally the rhetor and audience would be able to arrive at a
complete consensus for the solution to the exigence, this is not always possible or necessary.
Bitzer argues that in order for a rhetorical situation to be resolved, there must be a single
type of fitting response at which the rhetor arrives and upon which the audience agrees. If the
situation is objective, this idea of one type of fitting response will hold true. However, for
situations of a subjective nature, in which there can be multiple acceptable responses or even no
single response that the audience as whole finds acceptable, the idea of a single type of fitting
response does not hold up well. It seems more plausible that for a given rhetorical situation there
might be several responses that are fitting to greater or lesser extent to various members of the
audience and even to the rhetor. A response that ends a rhetorical situation need not be
completely satisfactory, but rather satisfactory enough to halt major objections and allow action
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to ensue.
On the other hand, there may be times when no such response can be reached. A lack of a
fitting response at all may cause the situation to persist seemingly indefinitely, it may cause the
situation to be paused until more research can be done and a response created, or it may mean
that action is taken, regardless of a lack of consensus. A fourth possibility is that the rhetor's
fitting response to a situation may not be a viable or realistic response, in spite of approval from
the audience. Even if there is unanimous agreement that the response is the perfect (or only)
solution to the exigence, it may be impossible to take action due to the constraints of reality
misjudged by both the rhetor and the audience.
Of these four possibilities, the first is the least likely to occur because this would mean
ignoring the exigence, or urgency, which may not be possible to do. Though the situation would
ideally never end until the one truly fitting response is achieved, when an urgent matter is at
hand, especially coupled with time constraints, action is likely to be necessary whether a
response is fitting or not.
4.2 Summary
The unified theory presents an overview of the rhetorical situation that modifies and
expands upon previous theories in order to improve our understanding of the rhetorical situation.
Rhetoric is not objective; therefore, the rhetorical situation is always subjective. There are five
constituents in all rhetorical situations: the rhetor who speaks or writes, the audience who hears
or reads the rhetor's words, the exigence that is an urgent question or problem, the constraints
that are limiting factors, and the rhetoric that the rhetor communicates to the audience. Due to the
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nature of their interactions, the rhetor and audience have equally complex roles in the rhetorical
situation and are equally important. Though each situation is unique and therefore has individual
constraints, there is one universal constraint: perception. Perception affects all aspects of the
rhetorical situation, including how the rhetor, audience, rhetoric, exigence, constraints, and
response are viewed. Both the rhetor's and audience's perceptions impact the outcome; reaching
overlap in perception is essential to resolving the exigence. In the rhetorical situation, the rhetor
addresses both a fictional and a real audience. The rhetor may face difficulty when addressing
the real audience if there is a low level of match between this actual audience and the fictional
audience. This can lead to lack of consensus or compromise if the rhetor is not able to adequately
adjust the rhetoric in order to satisfy the audience. A fitting response may be the envisioned ideal
end to a rhetorical situation; however, it is not necessary. Lacking a fitting response, the situation
may persist or a compromise may be arranged in order to allow action. In order to further explain
and demonstrate these essential elements of the rhetorical situation, I will address examples in
Chapter Five.

CHAPTER FIVE
ON EXAMPLES FOR RHETORICAL SITUATION THEORIES
In this chapter, I will discuss examples of rhetorical situations and their relationship to
theories. I will begin by explaining the problems with the types of examples that have
traditionally been used to illustrate rhetorical situation theory. Next, I will provide a universal
example, an example which can be used to test all theories, not just my own. From there, I will
demonstrate how the universal example works better than other examples.
5.1 Limitations of Other Examples
Examples that have been used to illustrate previous theories on rhetorical situation theory
(when included) work perfectly within the context of their own theory but do not tend to hold up
well as support for the rhetorical situation in general. While supporting the present theory is
important, it is also useful to have examples that can be applied to a multitude of theories in
order to reveal strengths and weaknesses among those theories. The examples provided by
Bitzer, Vatz, Consigny, and others support their accompanying theories very well. However,
these example are limited to only illustrating one theory instead of the rhetorical situation in
general.
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5.1.1 Bitzer’s Example
In “The Rhetorical Situation,” Bitzer presents an example from Bronsilaw Malinowski's
discussion of primitive language in which fishermen are involved in a rhetorical situation that
demands particular types of fitting responses such as “throw the nets” at various stages (Bitzer 45). As Bitzer explains, at a certain point, “throw the nets” becomes the only possible response to
the situation at hand. The presence of the fish at the location of the boat dictates that the
fishermen must take one—and only one—specific course of action. This leaves “throw the nets”
as one variation of the only possible type of fitting response (catch the fish); it is the only
resolution to the situation (4-5). This seems very logical when considered in the context of
Bitzer's own example. Yet when considered from a different perspective, the example seems
neither as straightforward nor as logical as Bitzer supposes it to be. The biggest problem with
this example is that the speaker and audience agree too fully on the exigence (the need to fish for
food) and the fitting response (“throw the nets”). In a real-life situation, it is difficult to imagine
that such complete and immediate consensus would be possible. “Throw the nets” might be the
most probable response in this situation, but it is certainly not the only possible type of response,
and there is also no guarantee that such a response would be satisfactory to all members of the
audience. Even if the individual audience members (fishermen) agree that the exigence is that
they need to catch the fish for food, they might disagree with the speaker about when they have
arrived at the opportune moment to cast the nets and find the response unsatisfactory to the
situation at hand. Compliance of the audience regardless of level of agreement because they have
no choice (it is their job) is a different case than when the audience freely acts upon the response
because they agree with it. Additionally, if the speaker has misjudged the situation (the location
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of the fish), then action on the response (throwing the nets) might prove ineffective. Finally, this
is an instrumental example, avoiding the uncertainty that exists in most rhetorical situations. This
type of example works well to prove Bitzer's theory of an objective situation that demands a
certain type of rhetoric but does not represent the majority of situations. Therefore, this example
is not representative of the rhetorical situation in general.
5.2.1 Vatz’s Example
In “The Myth of the Rhetorical Situation,” Vatz uses George Aiken's declaration of the
United States' victory in the Vietnam War (159) as an illustration of the high level of subjectivity
in rhetorical situations that results in the situation being a myth. His explanation that the precise
situation of the war was difficult to define, that Aiken's declaration of “victory” gave the
situation salience (159), is an effective illustration of the rhetor calling the rhetorical situation
into existence. Yet this example is too convenient, demonstrating too easily that rhetoric creates
the situation. Aiken's speech shows that words can both create and erase but did nothing to
actually resolve the situation. The widespread controversy over the Vietnam War was an
indication of the equally widespread disagreement about what the exigencies were or if an
exigence even existed. Subjectivity and perception are key components of this example. Along
with the disagreement about the exigence, there was also disagreement about whether victory
was a necessary end. The perceived need for victory, as well as the victory itself, was created by
rhetoric rather than actual need. This makes Aiken's speech the perfect example for Vatz's theory
because it is such a clear illustration of a situation existing due to rhetoric. However, as with
Bitzer's example, the usefulness is limited to situations of this exact type. Although it is possible
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to produce a situation from rhetoric, there are many types of situations in which the opposite is
true. Neither this example nor Vatz's theory allows for rhetoric to be a response to an existing
situation. Once again, the rhetorical situation as a whole is not represented.
5.1.3 Consigny’s Example
Consigny offers examples in “Rhetoric and Its Situations” that serve to illustrate the
complexity of the rhetorical situation and the interplay between Bitzer's theory and Vatz's theory.
He presents the pollution of Lake Michigan and efforts to save the lake as an example in which
there is one type of fitting response (stop the pollution, in some way) to a situation, which, if left
unresolved, will lead to a new rhetorical situation (what to do about the dead lake) (179). The
problem with this example is, while halting the pollution may be the only ethical response to the
situation and may be fitting by means of general consensus, this response is not one that is likely
to lead to fruitful action. Though laws might be passed to ban further pollution of the lake, it is
unlikely that these laws would be obeyed by all of the companies and individuals polluting the
lake. The condition of the water is likely to improve due to compliance with new laws, but
without full compliance the problem is not truly fixed. In reality the lake would continue to be
polluted to some extent, leaving the exigence unresolved, and the situation to persist. The Lake
Michigan example does, as Consigny intends, support Bitzer's theory because the situation
demands specific rhetoric and Vatz's theory because the rhetoric will lead to a new situation.
However, the problem with this example is the possibility that even a fitting response does not
have the power to resolve such a complex situation; the situation will not end.
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5.1.4 Other Examples
Examples are not included with all articles on and responses to rhetorical situation theory,
and when they are, the examples are problematic in the same way as Bitzer's, Vatz's, and
Consigny's. They work well to illustrate specific points in the author's example but do not
account for other aspects. One such example is Larson's letters to the editor. Larson uses this
example to show how perception affects the situation. The letters are a response to an exigence
caused when a published article does not fit with the needs of the reader, and so the reader writes
to the periodical about their dissatisfaction with the article. Larson explains that letters to the
editor also prove that a fitting response is not necessary to end a rhetorical situation, as the letters
often fail to change the audience's (editor and other readers) minds about the article (166-167).
While this explanation fits well with Larson's view of the rhetorical situation, key points in the
example are neglected. One reader's dislike for an article does not represent the opinions of all
readers; other members of the audience may or may not perceive the published article as an
exigence. This example also assumes that letters to the editor are always negative, responding to
a previously failed rhetorical situation in which the periodical did not publish an article that
fulfills a knowledge gap (166-167). Yet letters can also be positive, voicing satisfaction with the
response to the previous exigence instead of raising a new exigence—a perspective that Larson
does not account for. Additionally, Larson's example presents a situation in which the audience
has limited or no power to act. Readers could continue to write letters, but Larson acknowledges
that this will likely have no impact. The editor is also left without the ability to change the
situation because there is no way to go back in time and omit a controversial or unpopular article
from an edition. This type of situation as an example is limiting and does not reflect the broader
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spectrum of situations in which the audience can take meaningful action upon the rhetor's
response to the exigence.
Like Larson, Rubin and Boring Rubin emphasize the power of individual perception in
their article. Their example of Weight Watchers demonstrates how individuals within the
situation can have different perceived exigencies (personal issues with obesity) with a shared
response (sticking to the rules of the program). The goals individuals can set for themselves in
the program emphasize the importance of perception in the rhetorical situation. Each member
will have a different perception of urgency based upon their personal circumstances, as well as
their own personalized end goal. Yet these individual members are part of one rhetorical situation
because they all act upon the response the Weight Watchers program has issued toward weight
problems in general: one must adhere to the diet in order to achieve weight loss goals (137). An
individual member's actual weight is objective, but the perception of the weight as a problem and
the desired “ideal” weight are subjective. This example supports the complexity of constituents
in the situation. However, it is limited by the uniqueness of situation of Weight Watchers, in
which different perceived exigencies can fall into one larger category and therefore be resolved
with a singular fitting response. In even a slightly different situation, this would not be possible.
If the program focused on overall health instead of weight goals, the range of individual
perceptions would become so large that one response alone would not be capable of resolving the
multiple perceived exigencies (i.e., needs to lose or gain weight, be more or less active, establish
new habits). Differing individual perceptions may be compatible in a Weight Watchers situation,
but certainly not for rhetorical situations in general. Another problem with this example is that
before joining the program, members are aware of the established fitting response, which has the
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potential to alter their perceptions of the exigence. Again, this emphasizes that the example is
based upon a situation that is too unique to stand as an example for rhetorical situations in
general.
Garrett and Xiao's Opium Wars case study also addresses an ongoing rhetorical situation
(at least one that was ongoing). Their case study of the Opium Wars is intended to demonstrate
the evolving Chinese response and the shifts in perceptions of the exigency by both the speaker
and audience (30). Garrett and Xiao argue that the “Chinese versus Barbarian” discourse (33) led
to misinterpretation of the situation, resulting in the audience acting on response that did not fit
with the actual exigence in the First Opium War, ultimately making the situation worse.
However, in the Second Opium War, “self-strengtheners” who recognized the end of tradition
(35) were able to reach a large enough audience in order to persuade China to take a new course
of action and make the nation less vulnerable to foreign powers. The change in speakers that
allowed previous audience members to become rhetors and the influence of the rhetoric upon the
audience's perception, thus prompting action, support Garrett and Xiao's audience-centered
approach to the rhetorical situation. However, this example is also problematic in that it fails to
consider how some of the constraints, in addition to the perception of the audience, changed
from the First Opium War to the Second. Between the two wars, China's leadership changed,
which may have also impacted perception of the exigence and the need for response. Though the
article emphasizes that a different audience was reached the second time, the reason remains
unclear; perhaps the leadership change had an impact. Also, by the Second Opium War, the
failure of the initial response was apparent, causing the perceived effects of the First Opium War
to become an additional constraint. Without more information, it is impossible to tell what the
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precise impact of either of these new constraints was, but they appear to be important
considerations for the situation. Garrett and Xiao name the audience's expectations as constraints
in rhetorical situation, but this is too limited of a view, considering what other constraints may
exist. How the audience perceives the constraints will affect their reaction to the rhetor's
response, but constraints are not limited to expectations. While Garrett and Xiao manage to
explain the Opium Wars without additional constraints, it remains unclear how information about
these additional constraints might affect their analysis. Certainly, the constraints of rhetorical
situations in general are not limited to only the audience's expectations.
5.2 A Universal Example
In order to be tested against multiple theories, a universal example must demonstrate the
complexity of rhetorical situations in general. One key aspect, therefore, is that such an example
must be based upon a situation that deals with controversial subject matter that will allow
audience members to form different perspectives. That is, such an example cannot be a situation
that may have several responses, yet only one that would be appealing to and accepted by a
nearly universal group that would seem to include almost anyone. There are a number of
potential examples that could serve as a universal example. The one that I will focus on is the
current issue of nutritional standards for foods served in public schools.
Changes in the types of food offered to children in public schools in the recent decades
has sparked much controversy. Over time, most districts moved from having cafeteria workers
prepare meals from scratch inside the school itself to ordering prepackaged meals from food
service companies that are delivered to the school each day. Another recent change has been the
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installation of vending machines, for both beverages and snacks, in public schools. Both of these
measures were taken in an effort to provide students with increased food options, to make food
preparation and consumption safer, and to reduce food service costs for the school in order to
comply with shrinking budgets. Though these changes have provided many benefits for the
schools, they have also sparked protest from both parents and students over the replacement of
fresh foods with processed ones. In response to this, some districts have removed vending
machines or limited the number of “junk” foods available in them. There has also been an
increased effort to include healthier options, such as fresh produce bars, to supplement the
prepackaged hot lunches. Unfortunately, these efforts have also not been met positively. Even
when schools offer the produce bars, they may not be included in the price of the lunch or it may
not be made clear to the students when such offerings are included in the price. Additionally, just
as there was protest about the introduction of processed foods in schools, the replacement of junk
foods with healthier options has also caused protest. Parents claim that schools have no right to
dictate what the students should eat and students are upset by the restricted options.
The question of how to best provide students with meals in public schools and what
types of food are appropriate to serve them is a highly complex and ongoing rhetorical situation.
Several fitting responses to the exigence have been proposed and acted upon, and yet the
situation persists. Because multiple responses to the exigence have already been proposed and
acted upon with varying reactions from the audience, this is a prime example to test against
theories in order to illustrate where strengths and weaknesses in rhetorical situation theory lie
and what the implications are. Before discussing this, however, I will show the importance of
having such an example by demonstrating problems with existing examples.
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5.3 The Universal Example and the Unified Theory
The universal example takes into account moments when an exigence and its fitting
response seem obvious—even objective. Yet many or most situations are inherently unstable.
Thus, when the speaker or writer discovers that his or her fictionalized audience differs from real
listeners or readers, s/he has no choice but to use the rhetoric to recreate the exigence and, in
turn, craft a revised fitting response. In the universal example, the five constituents named in the
unified theory, rhetor (who proposes the changes to lunch programs), audience (parents, students,
taxpayers), exigence (what food to serve students), constraints (e.g., budget, time, perceptions of
nutritional value and appeal), and rhetoric (proposed changes), are all present. The rhetor and
rhetoric do not necessarily enter the situation at a later point because of the ongoing nature of the
situation that has previously established rhetor and audience when each new phase of the
situation begins. In this situation, the rhetor and the audience have equally complex roles. The
rhetor can persuade the audience to act (vote) and the reactions of the audience can cause the
rhetor to amend their speech. Though this situation has several constraints that are unique to the
exigence and situation itself, the universal constraint of perception is apparent. How the audience
perceives the rhetor's proposal for the food offerings will affect whether they vote to approve the
changes and will also affect their actions after the proposal has been approved or denied. For
example, if the audience opposes an approved junk food ban, there may be attempts to sneak
contraband food into the schools. If the audience dislikes the school's lunch offerings in
compliance with the current guidelines, more students may bring lunches from home rather than
purchase food from the cafeteria.
It might seem like there is one objective type of fitting response demanded by the
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exigence of providing children with nutritious meals at school, but because standards for
nutrition are constantly modified as new research emerges, opinions on this matter vary. This
causes the situation to become highly subjective as opinions on the merits of specific nutrients
versus overall availability of calories, on providing children with healthy food versus providing
them with food they are most likely to eat, and on the impact of food services upon the budget.
This amount of subjectivity makes it difficult for the rhetor to predict that reactions of the
audience as the rhetoric is composed. The fictional audience that the rhetor imagines himself to
be addressing may or not match the actual audience before him. For example, in proposing the
expansion of fruit and vegetable offerings available in the cafeteria in place of less nutritious
foods in an attempt to combat childhood obesity and teach children the value of nutrition and
healthy lifestyles, the rhetor might imagine a positive response. While part of the audience will
likely favor this proposal, there may also be angry outbursts from parents who are concerned
about increased cost or that their child will refuse to eat steamed carrots and spinach, leaving him
or her hungry, though the child would devour French fries placed before him. There may also be
concern that the government should not interfere with children's nutrition. The high potential for
variances in perception of the audience and the mismatch between the rhetor's fictionalized and
actual audience make it difficult, if not impossible, to create a fitting response to the situation
that satisfies the entire audience. As the rhetor encounters differences between the fictional and
real audience, s/he must adjust the rhetoric to recreate the exigence and revise the response for
fittingness.
Regardless of whether the response is fitting in the long term, the schools still have a
legal obligation to provide the students with meals. In this case, a completely fitting response is
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not necessary in order for the exigence to be acted upon. Action must be taken whether or not the
rhetor and the audience can arrive at a complete consensus. When proposed changes are passed,
it is usually due to a majority, not a complete, consensus, demonstrating that total agreement is
not required for action to be taken on the response. But because the situation remains an ongoing
debate after decades—there is not a universal or even consistent solution that has been adopted
across districts, and there are still protests over the food served—there is an indication that there
may not be a permanent fitting response to this situation. Each time the exigence resurfaces, the
audience is different to at least some extent. Even a slight change in the audience can mean a
change in perceived exigence and perceived fitting response. This makes it difficult for the rhetor
to anticipate the perceptions of the audience, which may or may not be the same as before, and
further complicates the rhetor's task of shifting from the fictionalized to real audience. As
illustrated by the universal example, the unified theory allows us to see how the situation evolves
and takes into account moments of consensus that are tantamount to Bitzerian objectivity, as well
as shifting perspectives that confirm Vatz's point of view.
5.3.1 The Universal Example and Bitzer's Theory
When viewed in light of Bitzer's theory, the universal example shows the strengths of the
original theory and also where there are problems. All of the constituents that Bitzer named are
present in the universal example. Without these constituents, there would not be a rhetorical
situation. The only major problem with Bitzer's theory is that the rhetorical situation is
subjective, not objective. Even in situations that might appear to have one objective answer, there
are always possible alternate solutions and perceptions of the exigence, as there will always be
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some people whose perspectives differ from a large cohesive group. Without being an extreme
case, such as Bitzer's blind pedestrian example in “Functional Communication,” the universal
example illustrates that apparent objectivity can be false. It would seem that the only choice in
the matter of school lunches is to provide children with nutritious foods in order to prevent
obesity and undernourishment as well as to encourage them to develop a positive relationship
with food. However, as seen in the ongoing debate, this seemingly objective outlook fails to
consider constraints such as budget and appeal of the food to students, as well as the matter of
the students' rights to choose to drink soda over milk as perceived by some of the audience
members. Even in rhetorical situations that appear simple on the surface, there is always internal
complexity that proves the natural subjectivity of the situation.
5.3.2 The Universal Example and Vatz's Theory
Vatz's claim that the rhetorical situation is subjective is clearly illustrated by the universal
example, even as Bitzer's idea of objectivity is proved false. The major problem with Vatz's
theory is that he assumes that the rhetoric must always create the situation, leaving no possibility
for the situation to create the rhetoric. It is certainly possible for the situation to call the rhetoric
into existence. At the beginning of this situation in the universal example, the exigence exists
before the rhetoric (as Bitzer claims). Before it is possible for anyone to speak on how to provide
students with food and nutrition while at school, the students have to be attending school during
meal times, meaning that the exigence precedes the rhetoric. But the universal example also
demonstrates that Vatz is not correct that the situation always creates the rhetoric. A large part of
the reason that the situation in the universal example persists is that one round of rhetoric causes
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an exigence that eventually leads into the next stage of the situation. Vatz is correct that rhetoric
may lead to perception of an exigence and therefore into the rhetorical situation, but he denies
the possibility that the opposite order is possible, creating a noticeable flaw in his theory.
5.3.3 The Universal Example and Consigny's Theory
Consigny's theory, which asserts that both Bitzer and Vatz are correct in certain situations,
should be the best supported by the universal example, which also demonstrates that both Bitzer
and Vatz are right and wrong about certain aspects. Yet Consigny's theory does not account
enough for the significance of the audience. Consigny concludes that whether and to what extent
the rhetor or situation has control over a given situation is not as important as how well the rhetor
is able to use Aristotle's art of topics to create meaning in the situation (185). This supports the
crucial aspect of the subjective nature of the situation, but simultaneously, it fails to give enough
salience to the audience. No matter how adept the rhetor is at making meaning out of a situation
and presenting that meaning to the audience, if the rhetor has not accurately imagined his
audience and is unable to adjust to the demands of the real audience, the rhetoric is bound to fail.
The audience's perception of the exigence is equally as important as the rhetor's. A proposed
response that does not satisfy a large enough portion of the audience may prevail temporarily but
will ultimately fail. The contradictions (a move away from and then back towards fresh food) in
the universal example of school lunches illustrate this. Again, the rhetor can offer a perfectly
logical solution to the exigence, but this does not guarantee sufficient compliance.
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5.4 Summary
Previous examples that have been used to illustrate the rhetorical situation are limited to
proving only their accompanying theories. They do not account for rhetorical situations in
general. The advantage of the universal example is that it does not easily support one view over
another. It demonstrates how a situation or exigence can seem objective but also shows how
subjective judgments are impossible to avoid due to the changeability of the situation. Because
the universal example is not intended to prove or disprove any single theory, it can be used to test
any theory of rhetorical situation in order to see if that theory accounts for the complex nature of
rhetoric that leads to multiple types of rhetorical situations.

CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION
This chapter will summarize and conclude the major points of my thesis, addressing the
significance of my modified theory along with the universal example.
6.1 The Significance of a Modified Theory and Universal Example
Rhetorical situation theory and the determination of the nature of the situation has been
an ongoing debate in the field for the past five decades. The idea of the rhetorical situation comes
from ancient times. Bitzer's “Rhetorical Situation” renewed modern interest in the concept of the
situation and presented new ideas. Bitzer intended for his article to be the starting point to a new
conversation, not a definitive solution, though he probably did not anticipate the wide array of
responses to and criticism of his theory that would quickly emerge. The most notable response to
Bitzer are Vatz's “The Myth of the Rhetorical Situation,” which presents complete opposition to
and refutation of Bitzer's ideas, and Consigny's “Rhetoric and Its Situations,” which attempts to
reconcile Bitzer and Vatz. All other modern publications on rhetorical situation theory address at
least Bitzer's article (if not also Vatz's and Consigny's) as a starting point. Though rhetorical
situation theory is a highly debated topic and many different theories have been presented, some
aspects, such as constituents and subjectivity, have a high level of consensus among different
theorists and represent essential components of the rhetorical situation. Though comparing and
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contrasting different theories and examples in order to assess strengths and weaknesses of ideas
presented, I arrived at the six major elements of my modified theory. The central objective of my
modified theory is not to discredit previous work on the rhetorical situation theory but rather to
emphasize the strongest aspects of other theories and to demonstrate how ideas from even
conflicting theories (such and Bitzer's and Vatz's) can be used together to improve our
understanding of the rhetorical situation. The universal example serves as a complement to these
goals. Not only does my example serve as an illustration of my own modified theory, but it can
also be applied to previous theories in order to show the strengths of previous ideas, as well as
those that do not work out as well.
6.2 Looking to the Future
In the past 50 years, we have come a long way in investigating and developing new ideas
and theories on the rhetorical situation that have advanced our understanding of the situation.
Each new contribution since Bitzer has relied on previous theories and also helped to establish a
path for the next response. It is not my intention for my modified theory and universal example
to bring the discussion on rhetorical situation theory to a close. Rather, I hope for the opposite:
that my ideas can be used as a way to further the ongoing discussion on rhetorical situation
theory.
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